Rhodes Old Town / Paliá Póli tis Ródo
The fairytale-like historic centre of Rhodes features both medieval as well as ancient landmarks – palaces, churches, castles and more.
GPS: N36.44297, E28.22716

Palace of the Grand Master / Paláti tou Megálou Magístrou
A majestic fortress overlooking the medieval town of Rhodes, offers great views and stunning exteriors. Built in the 14th century.
Pyli Agiou Antoniou, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44570, E28.22410

Avenue of the Knights / Ippoton
A picturesque narrow street squeezed between majestic palaces, with arches, turrets, portals and more.
Ippoton, 85100 Rodos, Greece
GPS: N36.44506, E28.22537

Acropolis of Rhodes / Akrópoli tis Ródou
Preserved remains of the Temple of Apollo and an impressive stadium and theatre dating back to the Hellenistic period.
Diagoridon, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44020, E28.21090

Lady of the Castle Cathedral / Panagia tou Kastrou
One of the most impressive structures in Rhodes Old Town dates back to the 11th century. Today it houses an interesting exhibition of Byzantine art.
Megalou Alexandrou, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44422, E28.22680
Phone: +30 2241 075674

Archaeological Museum of Rhodes / Archaiologikó Mouseío tis Ródou
Based in the impressive medieval Hospital of the Knights, the museum holds a fascinating collection of Hellenistic, Roman and Christian antiques found on the island.
Apellou, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44480, E28.22710

Inn of France / Pandocheío tis Gálias
The most beautiful and most decorated of all the inns on the Avenue of Knights. Worth seeing on your walks around Old Town.
Ippoton, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44512, E28.22559

Temple of Aphrodite
Ruins lay today where once stood a proud temple of the Greek goddess of love. Still well worth seeing.
Plateia Symis, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44646, E28.22720

Valley of the Butterflies / Petaloudes
A beautiful valley and home to hundreds of thousands of colourful butterflies. A magical sight. Be sure to arrive earlier in the morning.
Rodou-Apolakkias, 8510 Petaloudes, Greece
GPS: N36.36653, E28.07702

Mosque of Süleyman / Tzamí tou Souleimán
A remnant of the Ottoman past of the island. The fascinating pink-domed mosque was erected to celebrate the Ottoman victory against the knights.
Sokratous, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44388, E28.22430
**Jewish Quarter / Evraikí Synoikía**
Explore the narrow winding streets, where the island's Jewish community used to live, and still partially lives.
Simmiou, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44201, E28.22978
**Phone:** +30 22410 22364

**Kahal Shalom Synagogue / Kahal Shalom Synagogí**
The oldest standing synagogue in Greece standing in the centre of the picturesque Jewish Town of Rhodes.
Simmiou 8, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44253, E28.23016
**Phone:** +30 22410 22364

**Orfanidou Street / Orfanidou**
Better described by it's nickname ‘bar street’. And that's exactly what it is – pubs and bars everywhere, open till early morning.
Orfanidou, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.45112, E28.21680

**Municipal Art Gallery of Rhodes / Dimotikí Pinakothíki Ródou**
The museum hosts a fascinating exhibition of some of the best Greek painters of the 19th and 20th centuries.
Plateia Symis 2, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44512, E28.21680
**Phone:** +30 22410 22364

**Aquarium of Rhodes / Aquarium**
Dedicated to preserving sea-life on the island, the aquarium is home to a wide variety of fish and crabs.
Kasou, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.45712, E28.22071

**Ixia Beach / Ixia Paralía**
Very close to Rhodes town. This beach with small pebbles offers azure waters and many fun activities.
Akti Kanari, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44760, E28.21331

**Rodini Park / Párko Ródini**
An idyllic park with lush forests, crystal-clear ponds and little bridges. A great place to escape the busy Rhodes town, just a few minutes away from the centre.
Leoforos Rodou-Lindou, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.42670, E28.22024

**Mandraki Harbour / Mandráki**
Rhodes town's main harbour. Cruise trips, diving trips and many other activities start right here at this place.
Mandraki, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44939, E28.22654

**Marco Polo Restaurant / Marco Polo**
A very well hidden culinary gem of Rhodes. This is perhaps one of the best restaurants on the island with mouth-watering food from paradise.
Agiou Fanouríou 45-47, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44269, E28.22582
**Phone:** +30 22410 29115
Kalithea Springs / Pigés Kallitheas
This splendid historic thermal spa is situated right on the seashore and blends in with the surrounding nature perfectly. Visit for a serene, ambient experience.
Rodou-Falirakiou, 85100 Kallithea, Greece
GPS: N36.37715, E28.23636
Phone: +30 22410 65691

Café Besara
Something different from the New Town’s watering holes and party joints. This café is laid-back, yet still lively. A great place for coffee.
Sofokleous 11-12, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44258, E28.22772
Phone: +30 22410 30363

Akti Miaouli Beach / Akti Miaouli Paralia
A city beach situated just a couple minutes away from all the main sights of Rhodes town. Great for those who love sight-seeing as well as the sea.
Akti Miaouli, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.45303, E28.21689

To Steno
A modest and easy-to-miss tavern, but the food they serve is simply splendid and the english-speaking staff very helpful.
Agion Anargyron 29, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.43690, E28.22139

Laganis
A small family-run tavern focusing on fresh fish dishes – you can try something else everyday, depending on what the fishermen have just caught.
Alhadeif 16, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.44640, E28.22638
Phone: +30 22410 35571

Faliraki WaterPark
The biggest water park in Greece! Great fun for people of all ages, splash pools and water slides included.
Rodou-Falirakiou, 85100 Kallithea, Greece
GPS: N36.36534, E28.21127
Phone: +30 22410 84403

Casino Rodos
Play and have fun in Rhodes’ largest casino. Roulette, blackjack, poker and plenty of other ways to entertain yourself.
George Papanicolaou 4, 85100 Rhodes, Greece
GPS: N36.45290, E28.22230
Phone: +30 22410 97500
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